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Smoke Signals 
===================================================================================== 

 Gem & Mineral Club                                                                                                                       March 2014 
===================================================================================== 

 

 
Club Activities – 
 
Field trip the week of March 17th – spend a few days Drusy Hunting with Mike and Cindy in Potossi, Missouri. If you would like to join them please call Mike Shumate at 217-491-1075 for more details.  
Dues are Due --  
 Membership dues for 2014 are due; If you have joined the club September or later in 2013 your dues are already paid. Please make checks payable to BlackHawk Gem and Mineral Club and mail to: Kellie Moore 718 Franklin Ave Davenport. IA 52806   Individuals - $15.00 Senior Individual - $10.00 Senior Couple - $12.00 Family - $20.00  
To ensure that you are not dropped from the 
Newsletter roster, please submit your payment 
before the end of April. 
 

Upcoming events:  
March 15-16:  CEDAR RAPIDS, IA   Hawkeye Downs 4400 6th St. SW Cedar Rapids Iowa Contact information @ 319-364-2868  Marv Houg or 319-551-3870  Tom Whitlatch or through the clubs web site.  www.cedarvalleyrockclub.org  
March 17th - 19TH: Field trip with Mike Shumate.  
 

 
 
March 22–23:  DES PLAINES, IL Des Plaines Valley Geological Society's 49th Annual Gem, Mineral and Fossil Show, Sat 9:30 a.m.–5 p.m., Sun 10 a.m.–4 p.m. Des Plaines Park District Leisure Center, 2222 Birch St. Mineral, fossil, gem and jewelry dealers, demonstrators, educational exhibits, kids' room, silent auction, raffles, door prizes, and more. Adults $3, seniors and students $1, children under 12 free when accompanied by an adult. Free parking. Contact: Jeanine N. Mielecki, (773) 774-2054 or jaynine9@aol.com.  
April 3, 2014 MAPS The Pre-Show will occupy the Travelodge south of I-80 at Exit 246 on North Dodge Street about 3 mi from Sharpless Auctions. Both venues are located in Iowa City, Iowa  
April 4-6, 2014 MAPS Fossil Show. Sharpless Auctions Facility 5049 Herbert Hoover Hwy NE, I-80 Exit 249, Iowa City, IA Friday 8-5, Sat 8-5, Sun 8-3. Contacts: Tom Williams 815-228-5083 Palleotem234@comcast.com, or Steve Holley for tables 309-231-8861 illfossil@hotmail.com, or check out their website at www.midamericapaleo.org  
April 26-27:  Our Spring Show: Black Hawk Gem 
and Mineral Club fall Rock, Gem and Jewelry 
Show, Clarion Hotel 5202 Brady St, Davenport, IA 
52806   Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sun. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.  The show will feature rocks, minerals, fossils, agates, geodes, tumbled stones, beads, silver and beaded jewelry, carved stones, spheres, arrowheads and much more. Admission is free. For information call (563) 445-3034  

------------- >oo\< ☯ >/oo< ------------- 
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Bench Tips by Brad Smith  
NO - MAR  PLIERS Pliers can often leave nicks and scratches on your work. If this is giving you a problem, first take a close look at the plier jaws. New tools can be a little rough.  I typically relieve any sharp edges, sand away any tool marks and give working areas a quick polish.  If that doesn't solve the problem, you probably need to cover the jaws.  Plastic electrical tape provides a quick fix but can leave messy adhesive on the jaws.  Dips don't seem to last very long.  A quick and easy way I've found is to slip a length of 1/8 dia vinyl tubing over each jaw. It's quick and leaves no sticky residue. Only problem is that it increases the size of the plier jaws a bit. The tubing can be found in a store that sells aquarium supplies.  
PATINA  RECIPIES In a recent class we did a little work with patinas. Came across a couple web sites for those of you who'd like to explore this area, especially for copper and bronze.  The first is The Science Company at  http://www.sciencecompany.com/Do-It-Yourself-Patina-Formulas-W12C672.aspx  with plenty of formulas for a variety of colors.  And there's more formulas at Tim McCreight's Brynmorgen Press web site at  http://www.brynmorgen.com/resources.html  Small quantities of chemicals for making your own patinas are available from The Science Company at  http://www.sciencecompany.com/Patina-Chemicals-C672.aspx  If you prefer to buy the patinas already for use, one of the best sources I've come across is Sculpt Nouveau at http://www.sculptnouveau.com/ Don't miss all the instructional pdf's on the site and be sure to take a look at the videos showing how to use their products at http://www.youtube.com/sculptnouveau               =====  =====  =====  =====  ===== Acknowledgement to be included with each publication: More Bench Tips by Brad Smith are at facebook.com/BenchTips/ or see  Get all 101 of Brad’s bench tips in "Bench Tips for Jewelry Making" on Amazon 
 
 

 
------------- >oo\< ☯ >/oo< ------------- 

 

What Kind Of  
Rockhound Are You? 

 
Ever wondered just what a “rockhound” was? 

How do you recognize one? Here are a few 
examples. See if you recognize anyone. 
 

The Fortune Hunter - this rockhound sees 
potential wealth in every pebble. You recognize him 
by his clutch on a new find. He has a greedy glitter 
in his eye as he asks, “What is this worth?” The 
beauty of the stone means nothing to him. First and 
foremost is the monetary value. 

 
The Optimist - Called the Happy Hunter, this 

one is characterized by a cheerful disposition. Any 
colorful rock excites him. At once he sees in any 
rock, large or small, a gem of rare beauty. This type 
of rockhound is fun on a rock hunt. A drenching 
rain only means that the rocks will show up better. 
Even when he finds nothing, he has relentless 
enthusiasm. 

 
The Road Runner - No mountain trail or river 

bed for this roadside seeker. He operates with the 
rule, “Never look further than 12 feet from the car.” 
Road runner depends on low cunning for his supply 
of rocks. By wearing flimsy shoes, he avoids 
sloshing along stream beds or climbing hills. By 
forgetting equipment, he plays on the sympathy of 
others who offer him part of their finds. 

 
The Smasher and Basher - this one is recognized 

by the trail of rubble he makes with his sledge 
hammer. As he goes into rock areas, he smashes 
and bashes at everything in sight. By the time he is 
done, there is nothing but worthless chips. This 
convinces him that the rock must have been 
originally unsound, anyway. 
 
via Shawnee Slate, via Rock, Pick, and Chisel Feb 
2014 Vol 14 No 2. 
 
------------- >oo\< ☯ >/oo< ------------- 
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------------- >oo\< ☯ >/oo< ------------- 

 

Junior Activity 
 
Reprint permission must be obtained from Diamond Dan 
Publications. Mini Miners is a subscription newsletter. 
Activities from 12/2013 

 

 
 
Choose from the following minerals . . . 
 
Barite, Celestite, Diamond, Emerald, Galena, Gold, 
Halite, Hematite, Kyanite, Magnetite, 
Orthoclase, Pyrite, Silver, Smithsonite, Topaz, 
Ulexite, Uraninite, Wulfenite. 

  
------------- >oo\< ☯ >/oo< -------------  

 
Part II: Vibratory Flat Lapping - The 

Basics by Ed Wagner 
 

  In my Introduction to vibratory flat laps last month, I covered how to buy a machine and some very basic instructions on operation. This month I want to dive a little deeper into it and in doing so I will probably repeat myself a little bit. I am going to start from the beginning of a “run” and go step by step through my day, from loading the pan to cleanup.  The most important part is to start every flat lapping day with a good breakfast. I would recommend eggs, bacon and peanut butter toast - with or without jelly. If you think I’m trying to be funny, I’m not. Those who know me know I take food very seriously!  Let us look first at the supplies needed. Select the right pan: they make two types of pans - those with a smooth bottom and those with dimples or grooves (rough.) The latter type are for coarse grinding. The dimples or grooves facilitate the flow of the grit, to make sure there is a supply of course material underneath the stone. If there isn’t enough flow, the grit beneath pulverizes and then grinding action all but ceases. I had this happen recently with a large stone and I ended up with a shiny spot in the middle! In this case, I should have removed the stone hourly and mixed the grit up with a brush.  Flat pans are for the finer grits. The grit still circulates under the stones, as the grit is less likely to ‘float’ than the coarser grits. Don’t ask me why - finer grits make better pastes. If your grit does seem to float on the water, a drop of hand soap breaks the tension and makes a paste. A big reason to not use a 
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rough pan for fine grits is that if a little piece of rock comes off (and it will happen!), it will get lodged into the dimple or groove and can scratch stones ridding over it. But in a flat pan, it just rides around as it is usually larger than the grit and unlikely to be sucked under the stone.  Each stone needs to have a ring around it. Each grit size should have its own set of rings. They can be marked with the size with a marker, which wears off, or by adding nicks with a knife. One nick means 200, two means 400, etc. I use either PVC pipe, clear plastic or nylon tubing (¼-inch inside diameter,) or rigid electrical wire. Contractors often have short scraps.  The PVC comes in sizes up to 6” diameter in the stores, and you can buy the couplers as well. So if your stone doesn’t fit in a ring of 3” PVC, it will fit in a ring made from the connector for 3” PVC, which is about 3- ½” inside. Cut the PVC into rings ¾” to 1” high. If you are using a chop saw, you can notch them as shown by cutting partially through the pipe, then moving the pipe and cutting all the way through. Otherwise, I use a small sanding drum on a drill to make several notches around the ring. This is important to allow grit to flow into the ring.   Tubing rings are made from the hose by connecting the cut ends with ¼” dowel pins. I make a variety of sizes and have a couple of them where I run a piece of stiff copper wire (#12 down to #8) through it and that allows me to bend the ring slightly to make odd shaped rings, such as squareish or triangular. I also use house wiring for odd shapes - rings made from 14-2 or 12-2 wiring can be bent to make any shape, most notably long, skinny rings. A word of caution though - if using an oddshaped ring, make sure it can either rotate freely or is pinned-in enough it can’t rotate at all. If it can turn enough to wedge against other rings, you end up with a huge, slopped-up mess!! And remember, grit ON TOP of a stone is not working!  Now to fill the pan, select stones and rings to nearly fill the pan. Smaller stones can be inserted between larger ones - just make sure the small ones can’t wedge themselves in between others and cause a ‘locking-up’ of everything. There should be a little bit of play between rings. I often combine tube rings and PVC rings, as it makes for a quiet motion. Pans of all PVC rings can result in a lot of rattling, which also makes slop. A rubber band around the PVC solves this problem though. Remember to fill the pan. If the stones all revolve in the center of the pan, it wears 

out the center and you get a concave pan. This will cause stones in the future to be polished around their perimeter and dull in the center!  Now for the grit sequence: I use 100, 200, 400 and 600. I start low because I want the marks ground out fast. I’d rather do 100 grit once than 200 grit 4 times! I use 400, but I have read where people go from 200 to 600. I have tried it and my personal experience is that you don’t get the final polish as high. Look at the stone under a hand lens, and you will see pock marks on polished stones! However, on soft stones, skipping 400 can work. But use the grits that work for your desired outcome. I like to comb my hair in the reflection off my stones!  If you read the directions with the lap, it says to use X-ounces of grit per Y-weight of stones. Riiiiight…. I’m going to measure that every time! Use common sense instead – it’s easier! Remember how I mix my grit and water in cottage cheese containers - both for ease of use and to cut down on dust if it is mixed in the pan. I put in two heaping tablespoons of grit paste in each 15” pan, adjusted up or down a little for heavier or lighter loads. Also keep in mind that rough pans can take a teaspoon to tablespoon more grit than a flat pan! In a rough pan, I like to be able to see the dimples when it runs. If they are obscured, I have too much grit. Additionally, if you have too much grit, or too much water, you get a lot of slopping!  After adding the grit, you need a little water to get the right slurry consistency. I like it to be a thin paste. Too thin and it splashes. If you can see tracks from where the stones are going, it is too thick. It should flow out evenly. I add water by using a spray bottle, either re-purposed cleaner bottle or a general purpose one. Water must be added throughout the run. If you are right there close by, this is easy, but often I am elsewhere. I therefore made cardboard lids to retain the moisture better - directions on how to make these next month.  Other tips: I like to keep similar materials together - hard versus soft. Soft stones make a lot of ‘mud’, as they grind down faster. Get creative - several long stones can be put together in a ring, separated by a piece of wire. Or a long stone and a smaller one in a smaller ring. Maximize your runs!  After running for a minimum of 10 hours, and I like to get 12 hours or a few more, the grit is pretty well ground down to near the next size. It’s time for cleanup. I have a heated shop with a sink and even a water heater! Many people may not have such an area to do this though. What you need to set up is an area where you can 
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make a mess - because there is no neat way to clean up! I have a general purpose utility sink, with a garden house faucet and a sprayer from a kitchen sink. See the additional article, condensed from a previous bulletin. I spray off most of the grit from the stones and the pan and collect it in a long, plastic planter box pan, found at gardening centers. Allow this to settle and then dump off the clear water. We will tell you how to reuse or discard this in a later article. Just remember from last month - don’t rinse in the yard and let it dry and blow away! The dust is a health hazard!!  A film around each stone’s edge is common, and if it doesn’t rinse off under higher pressure, scrub it off with a toothbrush or small brush. If allowed to dry, this becomes nearly permanent, and grit from it can contaminate the next cycle. Clean the stones well! Allow them to dry - I use wire baskets labeled with the grit size, so I don’t get confused.   Check each stone to ensure they are finished. After the rough grind, all saw marks should be gone. Once this is achieved, little checking is needed between the next grit sizes. Hold the stone up towards a light such that the light reflects off and back at your eyes. You can see low spots or saw marks. Check especially around the edges and in the center for marks. If there are marks, don’t think, “It’s not big. The next grit will take care of it.” IT NEVER DOES! Regrind it till the mark is gone. I had one agate that went on the rough pan 15-20 times!  I use soda pop flats (note how I used “soda” and “pop”, depending on where you live...) to keep track of the stones. Label the flats for the size grit that they need next - 400, 600, polish, etc…) Be sure to handle stones ready for polish carefully. I line the flat with paper towels and lay the stones face down. Be careful with them though, as when edges collide they often chip!   Most likely you will be operating with one machine, or maybe two if you get into it. When I had only a couple machines, I would do a bunch of one grit, then move to another grit. With more machines and pans, I take a batch of stones through all the stages. Once you find a set of stones that “play nicely” in the pan, why break them up? Keep them as a set through the stages. At any one time now I have 3 or more grit sizes going - today I have every size plus a polish lap running.  Now that you have done all the grit sizes, it is time for the polish phase. This is a whole other game so I will address it in the next article! Just get your stones up 

to this phase and set them aside for now. With polish in particular, it is best to get the pan going and polish for days or weeks. Polish powder is expensive, so once a pan is primed and runs well, keep it going!  Additionally, next month we will deal with making moisture-tight lids, tips and tricks for light weight stones and slabs, adding weights to stones, lop-sided stones, and getting out that deep saw mark, among other things. So for now, Happy Grinding Phases!  

  

  
Lapping II cont. on next page 
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 Two long stones; mix of stones; odd shaped stones and wire rings.  

 Center stone needs no ring.  

 

 3 rings w/ two in one ring, in flat bottom pan; 2 stones in one ring and fill out the open space  
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  Clockwise from upper left: rack of rings; large stone in dimpled pan; rack of rings (finer grits on top prevent contamination); notched PVC rings; pans on drying/ storage rack 

  
VIA LOESS Bulletin January 2014, Volume 

XXVIII, No. 1  
------------- >oo\< ☯ >/oo< ------------- 

 
Just For Fun! 

 
A QUIZ – A Rockhound I. Q. Test 

 
1. What mineral would one be speaking of if he 

mentioned “schorl?” 
2. What is “Scotch topaz”? 
3. What is an “Arizona ruby”? 
4. What is “rhinestone”? 
5. What is a reconstructed stone? 
6. If one speaks of a corundum gem, what well know 
gem stone might he be referring to? 
7. What is “white gold?” 
8. What is Uintahite? 
9. What is an opaque stone? 
10. When one speaks of different cuts in faceting and 
refers to “tin cut”, what is he speaking of? 

 
Via Rock, Pick, and Chisel Feb 2014 Vol 14 No 2. 
 
Answers on pg 9. 
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Selected Sketches: 
Some Minerals from My Collection 

By Emma Fajcz 
 

This month, I did three mineral drawings, each of a 
different specimen from my mineral collection. I’ll 
share the story behind how I acquired each one 
and some facts about irradiation. 

 
I purchased this 
irradiated smoky 
quartz at the Gem 
and Mineral Show 
in Jacksonville, 
Florida this 
September. I 
wanted to buy this 
piece because of 
the beautiful 
crystals and 
colors in it. I also 
was curious what 
“irradiated” 
meant. 
 
 
 

Crystal Cluster by Emma Fajcz, 3" by 2" permanent 
marker, graphite pencil, and colored pencils 
 
The Mineral & Gemstone Kingdom website says 
irradiation is “The act of being exposed to radiation. 
This has an effect on several gemstones by altering 
their natural color.” 1 Topaz, tourmaline, beryl, and 
calcite are some minerals that can be irradiated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Striped Agate by Emma Fajcz, 2½” by 2¼” 
permanent marker and graphite pencil. 

 
At the same Gem and Mineral Show this year, my 
Mom, my sister, and I were digging through a box 
of very reasonably priced polished specimens and 
slabs of minerals. Since I was thinking the lines in 

this specimen would make an interesting drawing, I 
preferred this one over the others. This mineral, 
semitransparent in spots, is in shades of gray, milky 
white, taupe, and brown and was originally a 
gray/white banded agate nodule before it was cut 
into a slab and polished. 
 
This specimen drawn below is composed of smoky 
quartz and amazonite crystals that grew on rock. 
Mr. Stephen Phillips, a family friend, gave this piece 
to me in 2010, when I was starting my mineral 
collection. Mr. Phillips, a gemologist, has many 
beautiful mineral specimens at his home, and I was 
very grateful to receive this nice piece. I like the 
interesting texture of the rock, the muted colors, 
and the biggest smoky quartz crystal in the center 
of the specimen. 
 

 
Smoky Quartz and Amazonite, by Emma Fajcz, 4 ½” by 3 

½”. permanent marker, graphite pencil, and colored 
pencils 

 
I store the irradiated smoky quartz specimen in its 
original box, complete with a label and soft 
padding. The gray/white banded agate has been 
kept in a small, clear plastic bag with the other 
specimens we bought at the Jacksonville Show this 
year. I usually keep the smoky quartz and 
amazonite piece in one of my cardboard rock 
boxes.  
 
Footnotes 
Found on http://www.minerals.net/mineral_glossary/irradiation.aspx: 
accessed on December 1, 2013Found on 
http://minerals.gps.caltech.edu/COLOR_Causes/Radiate/index.html: 
accessed on December 1, 2013 
 
Reprint permission must be obtained from Diamond Dan Publications. 
Mini Miners is a subscription newsletter. Activities from 12/2013 
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2014 Officers and Directors 
 

President Kellie Moore (563) 445-3034 

Vice President Craig Moore (563) 445-3034 

Treasurer Mary Foulk (309) 764-1473 

Secretary Diane Preslar        (309) 786-1523 

Director (3-year)   

Director (2-year) Brett Henderson (309) 626.0107 

Director (1-year) Lori Johnson (563) 299-5516 
 

Committee Chairpersons 
 

Membership Kellie Moore (563) 445-3034 
Publicity  Craig Moore (563) 445-3034 
Youth Group Vacant  
Rock Show Chair Kellie Moore (563) 445-3034 
Rock Show Co-
Chair 

Craig Moore (563) 445-3034 

Scholarship Board of Directors (563) 445-3034 
Bulletin Editor Kellie Moore (563) 445-3034 
MWF Liaison  Vacant  
 
The purpose of this non-profit organization is to promote 
interest in collecting, studying and working with gems and 
minerals and fossils. Organized in 1955, the Black Hawk Club 
joined the Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological 
Societies in 1959.  It is also a member of the American 
Federation of Mineralogical Societies. Meetings are held on 
the third Tuesday of every month, September through May at 
6:00P.M. in the Hauberg Civic Center, 1300 24th Street, Rock 
Island, IL.  Picnics are held at various locations during June, 
July, and August.  Annual Dues: Individual Membership: 
$15.00, Senior Couples: $12.00, Senior Individual: $10.00, 
Family: $20.00.    

 
Newsletter Submissions:  
Please send submissions for publication (announcements, 
photographs, notes, letters, articles, etc.)  in the Smoke Signals 
newsletter to the Editor no later than the first day of the previous 
month. For example, August 1 for the September issue. Advance 
items are appreciated. Material may be e-mailed to Kellie Moore at 
kalsinean1@aol.com, or submitted via the U.S. Mail:  
Kellie Moore 
718 Franklin Ave   
Davenport, IA 52806 
If e-mailing an article, it may be included within the body of the e-
mail message or sent as an attachment.  
Copyrighted material submitted for publication must be 
accompanied by a written release from the copyright holder. 
All material submitted is subject to editing. No anonymous 
submissions will be considered; however, the submitter's name 
will be withheld or a pseudonym may be used at the 
submitter's request. The deadline for all submitted work is the 
20th of the month before it is to be published. Late and\or 
unused entries may be published in later issue. 
Looking forward to receiving an article from 
you!  
 
.Editor: Kellie Moore 718 Franklin Ave, Davenport, IA 
52806. 
 

Disclaimer: The conclusions and opinions expressed in 
Smoke Signals are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of the Officers, Editor, or members 
of the club. 
 
Copyright © 2014 by the Black Hawk Gem & Mineral Club, 
Inc. With the exception of items that are specifically 
copyrighted by their authors, other clubs may use material 
published in Smoke Signals as long as proper credit is given 
and the meaning or sense of the material is not changed. 
 
Visit us at:  
www.blackhawkgemandmineralclub.com 
 

Affiliations 
Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological 

Societies 
 

http://www.amfed.org/mwf/ 
 

American Federation of Mineralogical Societies 
 

http://www.gamineral.org/afms.htm 
 

------------- >oo\< ☯ >/oo< ------------- 
 

Answers to the I.Q. Quiz 
 

1.Schorl is black tournaline. 
2. A misnomer for quartz, either citrine or smoky  
quartz. 
3. A misnomer for gem quality pyrope garnets. 
4.“Rhinestone” is the name for the colorless “paste” 
or glass which generally are transparent but show  
flashes of color. 
5. One formed by fusing small pieces to make a 
larger stone. Coloring oxide is usually added to 
improve the color. 
6. Corundum gems are ruby and sapphire. 
7. Gold alloyed with silver, nickel, platinm or 
palladium. 
8. A variety of asphalt better known as Gilsonite. 
9. A stone so dense that no light can pass through it. 
10. A term applied to a “paste” or molded glass  
imitation stone whose facets have been polished on a 
lap., 

Score: 4-5 - Good; 6-8- Very Good; 9-10 – 
Excellent! 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


